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Pathways Community Link is written by, compiled by, and edited by staff
and people who receive services from Pathways. Please note that not all
submissions that appear in this publication necessarily reflect the beliefs
and values of Pathways as a whole.
We would like to thank everyone for their input and contributions to this
issue of the Community Link.

I have the right to be treated as an adult human being.
I have the responsibility to act in a responsible and an adult way at home
and in the community.
Part of the responsibility that Pathways has is to
ensure that everyone knows what their rights are,
and also what their responsibilities are. Because of
this, we have added a right and a corresponding
responsibility to the top of each page. These are the
rights and responsibilities that everyone who receives
services from Pathways are entitled to, and held
accountable to. These rights and responsibilities
have been compiled by self-advocates over many
years. To see the document in it’s entirety, please
visit www.kdscl.com.
Pathways would like to extend a huge thank you to Shawn
Tolbot for donating $1200 worth of photography to help with
promotional materials.
Here is Shawn’s Bio as found on his website:
www.shawntalbot.com

Thank you to the following for
their generous donations
towards Pathways Building
Replacement Project.
$$$Up to 100$$$
-Lisa Milligan
-Sharon and Hannu Tukkimaki
-Mike and Freia Smith
$$$100+$$$
-Alister and Doreen McIntosh
-CoDA
-Overeaters Anonymous
-John and Heather Raybould

“Shawn Talbot is one of the busiest advertising photographers
in Canada and has won numerous international advertising
awards. He has been recognized for his exceptional work by
Macleans Magazine, The Globe and Mail and National
Geographic.
Despite acceptance to a prestigious American university Shawn
instead chose to pursue eclectic training from numerous
instructors at several universities across Canada. This is
evidenced by the broad range of styles and techniques seen in
his work.
Shawn spent a number of years working as a director of
photography in Vancouver on commercials, music videos and
feature films while also freelancing as an advertising
photographer. He owns a high definition video package
complete with editing suite and lighting kit.”
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$$$1000+$$$
-Bob and Jean Hadgraft
-Charisse Daley

Please consider donating to our new
building fund. We are working hard to
raise money in order to build a building
that will work to improve the services
we provide. Remember that any
donation of $20 is eligible to receive a
tax receipt that can be deducted on your
income taxes.
Be Great, Please Donate!!!

I have the right to be treated in a fair way.
I have the responsibility to treat others in a fair way, to treat people in a way that
I would want to be treated.
Thank you to David Knapp for
volunteering his time in our
community which resulted in
Pathways receiving
financial donations via the
TELUS Dollars for Doers. Thank
you as well to TELUS for creating
this initiative!

If you have any
suggestions or
questions regarding
health and safety,
contact:
Mike Varga
Occupational Health
and Safety
Chairperson
250-763-4484.
Leslie Munro
250-763-4839.
Or contact the
following at:
250-763-4484:

New Name—New Look
By Jeremy Thompson

The Kelowna and District Society for Community Living is
officially no more. KDSCL has proudly changed its name to
Pathways Abilities Society. With the help of Adam Less and his
rebranding team, we have rolled out this new name, along with a
new look. Those of us who work on the Community Link are
proud to change our look as a means to communicate with our
community on the happenings at Pathways. Please look for
Pathways Community Link every
three months, to reflect each
season. Along with important
information for those who are
served by Pathways, we also have
many articles that share the
successes and the enjoyment of
those who receive services.

Congratulations!!!
Jim Champion started
smoking when he was 10
years old. After 55 years
of smoking—HE QUIT!!
Cold Turkey!! What an
accomplishment!!

Wayne Major
Darlene Hass
Nikki Gaede
Or
Rod Oranchuk
at 250-763-9499

“Calling All Pennies”
A Penny saved is a penny earned. The
old bad penny can still earn. All your
saved pennies could help us build our
new facility for Pathways. We will gladly
accept a cent or two or three or more...
A willing group of Pathways friends will
gladly roll your donation of “the Red
Cent” so we can use them toward our
Pathways Abilities Society Building
fund.
We would love to have your pennies.
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I have the right to be treated with respect.
I have the responsibility to treat others with respect, be nice, get along, and work together.

Photos by Shane
Shane is a very talented photographer who will spend hours upon hours just to get the right shot.
Below is a small collection of the hundreds of photographs he brings in each year to share with the
staff and individuals who are a part of Pathways. Thanks for sharing your passion, Shane.
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I have the right to not be teased, called names or hurt in other ways (bullied).
I have the responsibility not to tease people, call people names or hurt others. I have the
responsibility to report any bullying or abuse to people who can help.
Travel Club update: Mexico
By Alaina Reiswig

A group of 8 people gathered at the Kelowna Airport early on a Monday morning to head
to Puerto Vallaharta, Mexico. Upon arrival the group took a bus for about an hour to
Rincon De Guayabitos and arrived at our destination, the Decameron Los Cocos. Some
of the travelers had been at this resort a couple of times before so the staff remembered
them and treated us so well.
One early evening, Lorraine, Meghan and her mother Lindsey, and Alaina went on an
excursion to Peurto Vallaharta and took part in “Rhythm of the Night”. “Rhythm of the
Night” is a tour where you take a patio boat out to an island (that has no electricity) and
have dinner by candlelight on the beach and then enjoy a live outdoor theatre
experience. While waiting to board the boat at outdoor adventures we were watching the
dolphins when we were asked if we would like to come and touch/pet the dolphins and
what an experience that was!!!
Lorraine, Angie, Sandra and Glenda left the resort early one morning to head into Puerto
Vallaharta to visit an old friend they had all met 18 years ago when they first travelled to
Mexico and he has stayed in touch ever since.
The trip was great. Lots of relaxing and sitting around the pool.
Sandra was the happiest when she could soak up all that sunshine. Angie enjoyed
everything and wasn’t ready to come home to the winter and snow. Jeff enjoyed the
relaxing and especially the buffet and snack bar. Lorraine was willing to try anything
and went for quite a few walks along the ocean. Meghan and Lindsey were also up for
anything and kept busy most of the time.
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I have the right to have friends.
I have the responsibility to treat friends nicely and with respect. Be helpful.
Community Living Awareness Committee Update
Contact
Information
Activity Service:
555 Fuller Avenue
250-763-4484
647 Old Meadows Rd
778-477-5543
Social Ventures:
250-763-4915
Integrated Career
Opportunities (ICO):
925 Sutherland Ave
250-763-9499
Administration:
250-763-4836 or
250-763-4837
Fax 250-763-4488
Individualized
Funding/Home
Sharing:
250-763-4837
Website:
www.kdscl.bc.ca

By Ellen Voth

Pathways once again participated in the annual Seed Swap at Okanagan
College on Saturday, March 9. We talked to people about who we are and
what we do and sold a few gardening accessories made by Pathways
individuals and staff. Who knew that you could fool birds into leaving your
strawberries alone by putting a few strawberry painted rocks (‘suckers’) in
the garden so the birds learn that yours are ‘no good’ and don’t bother
trying anymore?!
We are hard at work getting things ready for our 60th Birthday in June. A
Diamond Anniversary is quite a big deal! There are invitations to get out,
decorations to get ready, a menu to decide upon and all sorts of other
details to consider. The archiving group has made numerous trips to the
library, newspaper archives and other sources and found some interesting
bits of information about our journey from 1953 to the present. There’ll be
a special presentation at our dinner and dance. Make sure you get your
ticket early as there is limited space and it’s sure to be a popular event!
Watch for more information via updates sent home, our website and
Pathways’ Facebook page. If you have pictures from past services please
consider making copies (or we can make copies and return the photos) and
send them in to 555 Fuller Ave. Also consider sending in your old
memorabilia for display!! Do you remember Sunnyvale, the mcWilliam
Centre…. The older the better!
Speaking of which, have you added www.kdscl.bc.ca to your ‘favorites’ list
on your computer? There is contact information, upcoming events,
Pathways policies and lots of other good stuff on our website. ‘Liking’ us on
Facebook is another good resource. We use our page to pass on some good
information and it’s another way to find out what’s happening and how you
can support us.
Another part of our 60th Anniversary is our Commemorative Cookbook.
The deadline for recipes is coming up fast – March 31. There have been
some great recipes submitted so far but we still need more! There must be
one in your family that everyone looks forward to on holidays and gettogethers. Make sure you send them in, pronto, to Activity Services
attention Anita, or e-mail them to: anitaann1292@gmail.com.
Stay tuned for more events and information coming your way!
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I have the right to go out and have fun.
I have the responsibility to tell people who care about me where I am and
when I will be back.
Employment Spotlight: Eva Pare
By Samantha Preston

Eva works at Paramount Theatre, every second
Tuesday from 6 to 8 pm. When she works at
Paramount, one of Eva’s main jobs is to rip tickets.
She used to clean the bathrooms as well, but now
she mops the theatre floors. Eva likes many things
about her job, especially ticket ripping, and getting
her paycheck. She also says she likes interacting
with the customers, although she wants to work on
eye contact and smiling more when she says
“Enjoy the show!” Eva wants everyone to know
that she is a very hard worker. She says she loves
her job, and for now, she does not want to let it go.
Eva likes to be as independent as possible at work,
and she stated that to be independent is one of her
goals.

Self-Advocate Update
By Shelley DeCoste

On February 22, the self-advocates had Sue Ducet of The Kelowna HandyDART system. Sue
answered our questions that we had for her.
There are 19 HandyDART busses that run in Kelowna, West Kelowna, Peachland and Lake
Country. We were told that HandyDART have over 500 people ride daily and up to 300 calls a
day. You must book a trip the day before by noon. They make between 650-710 trips a Day. This
is why it is busy. Sue also said that people should be ready 10 minutes before their pickup time
and might have to wait for 10 minutes after. To help the HandyDART busses run smoother there
are a couple of things you can do. Be ready to go (at least 10 minutes before), and cancel the
HandyDART as soon as you can if need be. Trips are booked on a priority basis such as
appointments to treat life threatening illnesses, then education, employment and medical
appointments. Drivers are only to provide door to door service to the first available door. The
best time to communicate with HandyDART is in the afternoon when their phone lines are less
busy. HandyDART runs between 7:00am to 6:00pm.
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I have the right to have someone to love.
I have the responsibility to be honest to the person I love; to be loyal and faithful to the
person I love; to be nice and not hurtful to them.
A Friendly Reminder: Going to be Away?

Would you prefer to receive
Pathways Community Link by
email?? Let us know at
newsletter@pathwayskelowna.ca

If you are going to be away from services for any
reason, as per our attendance policy please make
sure you call and let us know. If parents or
caregivers are going away and an individual will
be staying with respite or family (or someone else
staying with them at home), please also let us
know so that we have the correct contact
information should we need to call them.

Foundations for Youth Employment
By Kim Harmison

Foundations for Youth is a program that helps youth with diverse abilities secure employment. The
program has partnered with both the Kelowna and Westbank Chamber of Commerce and the
Canadian Home Builders Association to volunteer at their ‘After Hours Events’. This provides
opportunities for us to do a situational assessment at these businesses. A situational assessment is
when a student goes into the business for a short time to do some real work. It allows us to assess the
skills the person already has along with giving potential employers a chance to see the youth at work.
We have done everything from bussing dishes to cleaning up the garbage around the business to
taking over the entire dishwashing area. We have had some wonderful experiences with the businesses
involved. Besides the Situational Assessment at these events, the youth are exposed to other business
people in the area, networking for future employment as well as helping make students less vulnerable
and safer in their own communities. Some of the businesses have also allowed us to do informational
interviews which gives the youth a chance to work on their interview skills.
We appreciate everyone who gives us a chance to ‘show our stuff’ and would welcome opportunities for
further networking from other businesses. Please give Kim a call at 250-763-9499.
We want to thank the following businesses for providing their businesses as a place to do the
aforementioned assessments.
Century 21
Premium Truck and Trailer
Bliss Bakery
Westwood Fine Cabinetry

Starwatch Video and Audio

Spider Agile Technology

Coast Wholesale Appliance

Okanagan Young Professionals

Westbank Kinsmen Club

Kelowna Kinsmen Club

Gennext
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I have the right to get married.
I have the responsibility to be faithful to the marriage and not be in love relationships with
other people at the same time. To work as a team in everything that we do, with our families
and with money and with friends.
Employed

The ReStore is Coming to the Okanagan!!!
By Miki Hanna

By Trazanna Goodman

A group of people welcomes me
Every time I make my way
Through our sunny city
To my brand new job today.

It’s a very new experience
With a new face everyday
And every challenge coming
I do not turn away.

I smile at people I don’t know;
I even say hello
I love that I can be myself
And love that I can grow.

Interested in going on a
vacation?? Join the Pathways
Travel Club. For more
information please contact
Rhonda at 250-763-4836 or
Glenda at 250-763-4484.

Opening Spring 2013.
A ReStore is a retail outlet where donated building materials and a
variety of home improvement merchandise are sold at 30-75%
below retail prices.
ReStores help Habitat for Humanity to build more homes in
partnerships with families in need. When businesses and individuals
donate reusable goods to Habitat Restores, these materials end up
as a part of remodeling, home improvement and/or decorating
projects.
A ReStore also helps to reduce materials that go into our landfills
thereby protecting the environment.
This time of year we think about spring cleaning, de-cluttering, and
various other projects we need or want to do. A ReStore can be the
store for you to donate items to and/or purchase a variety of items
you may need.
Come out and visit the ReStore.
For information about The ReStore opening in West Kelowna visit
www.hfhkelowna.ca

Do you have extra cans or bottles you don’t
know what to do with??? Bring them
down to Columbia Bottle Depot and tell
them that you want to donate them to
Pathways!!
Thank you Columbia Bottle Depot!!!
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I have the right to have children.
I have the responsibility to have or get the skills and money it takes to raise a child. To
know how to keep children safe and healthy. To know where to get help if I need it.
Pathways would like to thank Westkey Graphics Group for subsidizing the cost of printing
the Pathways Community Link.

Wordsearch
Words might appear forwards,
backwards and diagonally.
Birds

Sunshine

Blooming

Roses

Rain

Walking

Fishing

Camping

Hiking

Carwash

Warmer

Gardening
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I have the right to take care of my own money.
I have the responsibility to learn the skills for saving and spending wisely. To use my money
carefully; to ask for help taking care of my money when needed.

A Little Bit of Humour!!!
Q: Why does it get hot after a baseball game?
A: Because all the fans leave!

Fun Facts!!

Doctor Doctor I swallowed a bone!!
Are you choking?
No, I really did!

-The average person falls asleep in 7
minutes.

Doctor, Doctor I think I need glasses!!
You certainly do, sir, this is a Tim Hortons.

-35% of the people who use personal
ads for dating, are already married.

A teacher says to her students, “Give me the opposite to
this sentence: Children in the dark make mistakes”.
The student responds, “Mistakes in the dark make
children”.

-A duck’s quack does not echo, and
no one knows why.

Q. Why did the little boy climb up a tree with a hockey
stick?
A. To play with the Maple Leafs.

-Hippo milk is pink.

Q. Why do Gorilla’s have big noses?
A. Because they have big fingers!!

-A giraffe can clean it’s ear with it’s
21 inch tongue.

-More than 10 people a year are
killed by Vending Machines.
-Ice Cream is Chinese food.

Q. Why don’t Canadian woman wear sleeveless
dresses?
A. Because they aren’t allowed to bare arms.
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-Ants have graveyards.

Pathways Abilities Society
Pathways Abilities Society is a not-for-profit advocacy organization, governed by a
volunteer board of directors that provides services to people with developmental
disabilities and their families in Activity services, Integrated Career Opportunities
(ICO), Social Ventures, Residential services, Individualized Funding and Home
Sharing services.
Pathways Abilities Society provides opportunities for over 150 people with
diverse-abilities to achieve full citizenship by:
Teaching employment and life skills.
Assisting people to work, both in volunteer positions and paid employment.
Facilitating participation in community recreation and leisure activities.
Assisting people to live interdependently in their communities.
Mission Statement
To assist people with disabilities to reach their individual goals and to participate and
contribute as equal members of the community.
Mandate
To promote, organize and support the development and interests of all people with
disabilities in a manner consistent with the Mission Statement, bearing in mind
always, the strengths of the individual.
Vision Statement
The vision of Pathways is of welcome…building communities that support and value
the diverse-abilities of all people”.
Ways to Help:
Please make a donation to the Pathways building replacement fund. We
have been actively working on replacing our building at 555 Fuller
Avenue and create 11 more housing options for some of our most
vulnerable citizens!

